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Abstract

relationship

between

macro-economic

This paper studies the effect of macroeconomic

factors and stock market movements has dominated

variable, Index of Industrial production on the BSE

the academic and practitioners‟ literature since long.

stock Index movement in India. Time series data (on

The attack on the conclusions drawn from the

a monthly basis) for a period of five years is used for

Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) includes early

conducting the empirical analysis. The data was first

studies by Fama and Schwert (1977) affirming that

treated for Stationarity test using ADF, followed by

macroeconomic variables influence stock prices.

Multiple regression analysis to test the hypothesis.

Indian stock market marks to be one of the oldest

The results of analysis reveals that there is a

stock market in Asia. It dates back to the close of

significant relation between the regressor (IIP) and

18th century when the East India Company used to

the regressand (stock prices), thus accepting the

transact loan securities. In the 1830s, trading on

Alternative Hypothesis.

corporate stocks and shares in Bank and Cotton

Keywords: Knowledge Management, Micro

presses took place in Bombay. Though the trading

Small and Medium Enterprises Infrastructure

was broad but the brokers were hardly half dozen

dimension.

during 1840 and 1850.
I.

INTRODUCTION

An informal group of 22 stockbrokers began

Stock markets are said to reflect the health of a

trading under a banyan tree opposite the Town Hall

country‟s economy. Major economic indicators

of Bombay from the mid-1850s, each investing a

determine stock market movements to a large extent.

(then) princely amount of Rupee 1. In 1860, the

From a thorough analysis of the various economic

exchange flourished with 60 brokers. In fact the

indicators and its implications on the stock markets, it

'Share Mania' in India began with the American Civil

is observed that stock market movements are largely

War broke and the cotton supply from the US to

influenced by broad money supply, gold prices,

Europe stopped. Further the brokers increased to 250.

inflation, credit / deposit ratio, exchange rate and

The informal group of stockbrokers organized

fiscal deficit apart from political instability. Besides,

themselves as the The Native Share and Stockbrokers

fundamental factors like corporate performance,

Association which, in 1875, was formally organized

industrial growth, etc., always exert a certain amount

as the Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE).

of influence on the stock markets.

Premchand Roychand was a leading stockbroker
of that time, and he assisted in setting out traditions,
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conventions, and procedures for the trading of stocks

introduction of economic reforms of 1991.These

at Bombay Stock Exchange and they are still being

reforms brought expansion in terms of number of

followed.

listed companies, number of shareholders in the

In 1956, the Government of India recognized the

market and market capitalization; this has resulted in

Bombay Stock Exchange as the first stock exchange

India to become one of the most active and leading

in the country under the Securities Contracts

market among all developing countries of the world

(Regulation) Act. The most decisive period in the

(Nagaishi, 1999). Economists often say that the

history of the BSE took place after 1992. In the

movements of stock prices either „up or down‟ are

aftermath

market

reflective of public expectations towards policies. An

manipulation involving a BSE member named

increase in stock prices is reflective of future

Harshad Mehta, BSE responded to calls for reform

expansion of economic growth and a decline in stock

with intransigence. The foot-dragging by the BSE

prices is associated with expected potential economic

helped radicalize the position of the government,

recession (Mun et al., 2008). The ongoing debate was

which encouraged the creation of the National Stock

initially concentrated on financial development and

Exchange (NSE), which created an electronic

economic growth. Since last few decades the growing

marketplace. NSE started trading on 4 November

importance of stock markets in developing countries

1994. Within less than a year, NSE turnover

in promoting economic development process has

exceeded the BSE. Today, NSE has roughly 66% of

continued to attract attention in both academia and

equity spot turnover and roughly 100% of equity

among policy-makers. With these developments,

derivatives turnover.

stock markets have been playing an important role in

of

a

major

scandal

with

Stock Market on Economy

mobilizing domestic savings by providing suitable

Stock Exchange provides a trading platform,

incentives to savers to diversify their portfolios

where buyers and sellers can meet to transact in

(Vazakidis and Adamopoulos, 2009). Stock markets

securities. In an efficient capital market, stock prices

offer capital investment at competitive cost to

adjust swiftly according to the new information

entrepreneurs that boost the economic development.

available. As a result, the stock prices reflect all

India pursued its liberalization policy in the early

information about the stocks. The stock prices reflect

1990s to get rid of crisis emanated from its foreign

expectations of the future performances of corporate

exchange front. One of the important components of

houses. As a result, if stock prices reflect these

the liberalization policy measures was financial

assumptions in real, then it should be used as a major

liberalization. According to fundamental valuation

indicator for the economic activities. Consequently,

models, stock prices depend on expectations about

the dynamic relationship between stock prices and

the future economy. Therefore, expected changes in

GDPcan be used to make nation‟s macroeconomic

the real economy cause the values of stock prices.

policies (Mysami, Howe, Hamzah, 2004)

According to the wealth effect, however, changes in

India has adopted modern strategies to promote

stock prices cause the variation in the real economy.

its stock market development since late 1980s and

It is important to point out that, while the causation in

this has become more sophisticated after the
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the two theories is different, both theories suggest

to $20 billion in 1995 from less than $1 billion in

that the stock market predicts the economy.

June

1991.

Similarly,

several

Indian

stocks

Thus the issues that has been focused upon in

(Mahindra and Mahindra, and Reliance Industries

this paper is that does Stock Market really paving the

Limited for example) are now traded on international

way for country‟s development or putting into

markets.

economics terminology: does any causal relationship

example, the India Growth Fund and the India Fund,

exists between the stock market and real economy or

listed on the NYSE, and the unlisted Magnum Fund)

is it just a myth.

and open-end mutual funds (for example, Morgan

Macro economic variables and the performance
of Indian stock market

Additionally,

several

closed-end

(for

Stanley India Fund) are currently available to foreign
investors.

Since its independence in 1947, a multitude of

The capital market promotes economic growth

problems have stood in India's way of realizing its

and prosperity by providing an investment channel

true economic potential. Included in the social and

that contributes to attract domestic and foreign

political problems are recurring fights among various

capital. The aggregate performance of capital market

religious sects, an ever-increasing population, archaic

can be easily seen by its indices that represent the

bureaucratic procedures, infighting among and within

movement of stock prices being traded in capital

political parties, and nationalist movements led by a

market.

variety of separatist groups. Economic problems have

As we know that the economic stability in a

included counter-productive tax rates, debilitating

country could be measured by macroeconomic

customs duties that stymied foreign investments, and

variables. Inflation, interest rate, and exchange rate

the Indian government's socialist approach that kept

are some macroeconomics variable that

the economy as well as the stock market closed to
foreigners.

reflect economic condition in India and the
economic condition will affect the industry condition

Although India continues to struggle with socio-

which ultimately will affect the company activity,

political problems, it has recently madetremendous

that is why it is said macroeconomic variables are

strides in the economic front via reforms that were

factors that could not be controlled by the companies

introduced by the Rao Administration in the early

which might be affecting the volatility of the stock

part of 1991. The most significant of the reforms was

price. In modern portfolio theory, the Arbitrage

perhaps the opening of the economy to foreign

Pricing Theory (APT) developed by Ross (1976)

investment on very liberal terms and allowing, for the

assumes that the return on asset is a linear function of

first time in independent India's history, direct and

various macroeconomic factors or theoretical market

indirect investments by foreign nationals and

indices, where sensitivity to changes in each factor is

institutional investors in India's equity markets.

represented by a factor-specific beta coefficient. The

These reforms have produced positive results.

APT states that the realized return on asset is

India's industrial exports and foreign investment

composed of the expected return on that asset at the

today are growing at the country's fastest rate ever.

beginning of a time period and the unexpected

The country's foreign exchange reserves skyrocketed
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realization of risk factors during that time period plus
firm specific risk.

Hypothesis of the Study

Given the newfound interest in the Indian stock

The null Hypothesis is stated as:

markets, an intriguing question is: “how these

H0 : There exist no significant relation between

markets have performed over the years in terms of

Stock Index fluctuations and the Index of Industrial

the macroeconomic variables that includes inflation

production.

rate, gold price etc?” To answer this question, we

The alternative hypothesis is:

need to examine the return generating process of the

H1 : There exist a significant relation between

Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE). The BSE, which

Stock Index fluctuations and Index of Industrial

dates back to the 19th century, is the largest and most

production.

active stock exchange in India, accounting for

Period of Study

between 65% and 70% of the value of the country's

The entire study is conducted using secondary

total stock transactions. Time series data over a

data and so data pertaining to a period of five

reasonably long period are available on the BSE. The

years(January 2008 to February 2012) , consisting of

BSE is also well established emerging equity markets

50 observations is taken.

and thus, provides a showcase for other emerging

Empirical Analysis

markets in the world.

1.

Augmented Dicky Fuller Test

The analysis on stock markets has come to the

Time series data is assumed to be non-stationary

fore since this is the most sensitive segment of the

and thus it is necessary to perform a pre test to ensure

economy and it is through this segment that the

there is a stationary co-integration relationship

country‟s exposure to the outer world is most readily

among variables. Before proceeding with the OLS

felt. The present study is an endeavor in this

estimations, it is necessary to investigate the time

direction. It analyses the relationship between stock

series properties of the variables by utilizing unit root

prices and macroeconomic variables in India with

test. The Augmented Dickey Fuller test have been

implications on the efficiency of Indian stock market.

performed in this study.
The variables under study are found stationary at

Objectives of the Study
The present study aims to examine the following
objectives
1.

the first difference. The results of first level
difference are shown below.

To examine the relationship between Index

of Industrial Production

1.VARIABLE:STOCK PRICES

and BSE stock index in

Null Hypothesis: D(STOCK) has a unit root

India.
2.

Exogenous: Constant
To

suggest

relevant

recommendations

towards effective policy formulation country wide.

Lag Length: 0 (Automatic based on SIC,
MAXLAG=10)
Table 1.

t- statistic Prob
Augmented Dickey Fuller test statistic
-6.163482 0.0000
Test critical values:1%level
5%level
10%level

-3.574446
-2.923780
-2.599925
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Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(STOCK)
Method: Least Squares
Sample (adjusted): 2008M02 2012M02
Included observations: 49 after adjustments
Table 2
R-squared
0.452306
Adjusted R-squared
0.440400
S.E. of regression
1248.707
Sum squared resid
71726430
Log likelihood
-409.3211
F-statistic
37.98851
Prob(F-statistic)
0.000000
2.VARIABLE:IIP
Null Hypothesis: D(IIP) has a unit root
Exogenous: Constant
Lag Length: 1 (Automatic based on SIC, MAXLAG=10)
Table 3.

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter
Durbin-Watson stat

t-Statistic Prob
Augmented Dickey Fuller test statistic
-8.829066 0.0000
Test critical values :1% level
-3.577723
2%level
-2.925169
3%level
-2.600658
Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test Equation
Dependent Variable: D(IIP,2)
Method: Least Squares
Included observations: 47 after adjustments
Table 4.
R-squared
0.804515
Mean dependent var
Adjusted R-square
0.795630
S.D. dependent var

-4.763333
1669.251
17.13838
17.21635
17.16784
1.909980

0.097872
17.57327

S.E. of regression

7.944410

Akaike info criterion

7.044516

Sum squared resid

2777.001

Schwarz criterion

7.162610

Log likelihood
-162.5461
Hannan-Quinn criter.
F-statistic
90.54070
Durbin-Watson stat
Prob(F-statistic)
0.000000
Simple OLS Regression
(i)
Dependant variable : Stock prices
Independent variable : Index of IndustrialProduction (IIP)
Table 5.Variables Entered/Removedb
Varia Variables
bles
Mode
Enter Removed
Method
l
ed
1
iipa
.
Enter

7.088956
1.788880

a. All requested variables entered.
b. Dependent Variable: stock
Table 6.Model Summaryb
Adjusted
R Std. Error of
Mode

R

R Square

Square

the Estimate
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l
.635a

1

.403

.391

2380.57658

.557

a. Predictors: (Constant), iip
b. Dependent Variable: stock
Table 6 gives the model summary where an R Square value of .403 is obtained, which means that 40.3% of the
stock index variations are explained by the variable under consideration , while the rest depend on other factors.
Table 7. ANOVAb
Sum
of
Model
1

Squares

df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

1.838E8

1

1.838E8

32.429

.000a

Residual

2.720E8

48

5667144.858

Total

4.558E8

49

a. Predictors: (Constant), iip
b. Dependent Variable: stock

Model
1

Table 8. Coefficientsa
Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

B

Std. Error

(Constant)

-7387.434

4127.596

iip

147.502

25.902

Beta

.635

t

Sig.

-1.790

.080

5.695

.000

a. Dependent Variable: stock
Table 7 defines Analysis of variance or ANOVA test which gives the overall significance of our test and
help us in identifying how well our data in hand support the null hypothesis.
A positive Beta coefficient value signifies that there is a positive correlation between IIP and stock indices.
Regressing IIP on stock prices shows a positive relation at 1% level of significance. The R2 value says that
40.3% of the stock prices fluctuations are influenced by IIP . prob ( F statistic ) is also found significant.
Statistical Inference:
Since the regressor are found to be significant in relation to the regressand, in the above analysis, we reject the
Null Hypothesis (Ho) and accept the Alternative Hypothesis (Hl).
The following Figure gives the Relationship between IIP and Stock indices from January 2008 to February
2012.
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II.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The study “ IMPACT OF INDUSTRIAL

Both the variable were found stationary at the 1st
difference.

PRODUCTION ON BSE STOCK INDICES” is

Then, simple OLS regression was

carried out to examine the relation between selected

performed to study the relationship between the

macro economic variable, IIP on stock prices

regressor and the regressand.. The model was framed

The present study aims to examine the
following objectives
1.

To study the relationship between

as
SMI =ß0+ ß1IIP + ?i
Where, SMI is the stock indices

IIP and stock prices in India using a multiple

IIP is index of industrial production

regression model.

ß0is the constant and ß1 is the coefficients

2.

To give suggestions, on the basis of

study results, for policy formulation at the country
level.

and ?i is the error term
The results showed that there exists
significant relationship between the selected macro

Secondary data was used for conducting

economic variable and stock index, thus accepting

empirical analysis. AugumentedDicky Fuller Test

the Alternative Hypothesis . Thus the entire study

was conducted to check the Stationarity of the data.

focuses on finding the main influencing factors on
stock price fluctuations on the country
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III.


MAIN FINDINGS OF THE STUDY

India is a country where economic conditions are

ADF test showed that IIP is stationary at the

not stable and it reacts sensitively to various degrees

1st difference.


Policy Recommendation

Simple regression Analysis results showed

of shocks; that reflects volatility of stock prices .In

that the macro economic variables under the study is

order to maintain stability and equilibrium, the

significant in relation to stock index.

regulatory bodies should pay more attention and



IIP is positively related at 1% level of

the same. The Security and Exchange Board of India

significance.


relevant policy measures need to be implemented for

An R2 value of 0.403 shows that there is

in collaboration with Reserve Bank of India should

40.3% influence of the explanatory variable on the

engage the trained personnels and analysts for better

stock prices.

judgment, and prompt decision making. Following



From the results we can say that the macro

steps need to be considered:
1.

economic variables under study, IIP has an impact on

taken by the regulatory bodies must be passed on to

fluctuations in stock prices.
IV.


All relevant informations and decisions

the investors and other stakeholders time bound.

SUGGESTIONS

2.

Referring to the statistical result that there is

Regulatory body must consult with other

a probability of other factor influencing stock price

advisory committees of interested parties, like stock

volatility, further research using other independent

exchanges, chamber of commerce and industry while

variables is necessary. This paper is one of the

formulating revising reforms.
3.

evidence of how macroeconomic variables affecting

The relevant information of securities and

the stock price in Indian stock market. The model

audit reports of every company be kept updated to

above are expected to be practical and used as a

maintain transparency and clarity to the entire stock

consideration for investor, company, and government

market.
4.

in the future.


It is concluded that predicting the stock

Regulatory bodies should take steps to

promote mutual fund investment to stabilize the

market returns is heavily depend on the changes that

market for long run.

occur in the macroeconomic factors, and in turn

V.

CONCLUSION

Macroeconomics is considered as important factor

consider the best indicators of predicting the
country‟s economic environment. Thus local stock

for

market reacts sensitively not only to the domestic

macroeconomics bring significant impact to the stock

economic factors as they bring a minute change in

index. From BSE index , it is indicated that increase

India but also political and other social issues have

in IIP will lead to a higher stock prices. As stock

big impact on the economic indicators which always

indices are significantly influenced by IIP,stock

open

prices can be used to hedge against these variables.

the

space

investigations.

in

our

country for

further

investing

in

India.

It

is

proved

that

Null hypothesis that there exists no significant
relation between the macro economic variables and
stock indices is thereby rejected.
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